COLOMBIA:
CYCLISTS’
DESTINATION
R I D E

L I K E

A

P R O

DAY

We have it all covered.
Just sit back and
enjoy the ride
Come and ride with us.
Includes bike rental.

¡WELCOME
TO MEDELLÍN

A new ride every day - each day of the week we
offer you a different guided excursion designed
with the knowledge of our expert local guides.
Some routes will take you over rolling hills, others
will give you breathtaking views, and some days
you will conquer the highest mountains around us.

CHOOSE A RIDE
R I D E

L I K E

A

P R O

ARVI PARK
A vast, 1,761-hectare forest

GUATAPÉ
El Peñol Rock, a gigantic 220-meter natural granite tower!

CONCEPCIÓN
Popular route among Medellín cyclists

ALTO DE LAS PALMAS
Typical first class climb for the locals

COCORNÁ
Sightseeing at the Mirador de Cocorná, then Bogotá in the afternoon

LETRAS
The longest climb of the world

* Additional cost

ALTO DE LA UNIÓN
A popular route among Medellín cyclists

* This package does not include hotel accomodation

ARVI PARK
Movich / Medellín – Bogotá Highway / Guarne / Piedras blancas / Arví Park
/ Santa Elena / Vereda el perico / Variante palmas / Topos / Movich.
To begin our journey, staff will take us through a rundown of the route and assign rented bikes to each
rider. We will leave the hotel on the Medellín-Bogotá Highway, a fairly flat stretch of road good for a
warm-up, before beginning the ascent to our main destination, the 1,781 hectare forest of Arví Park.
Amazing views will be had along the entire route. After the park, we will descent on the “Silleteros” run
through Santa Elena, known as the starting point for the Feria de las Flores festival, where farmers
parade down to Medellín carrying traditional flower arrangements on their backs.
Once we finish our route and return to the hotel, we invite all guests to a cocktail hour and launch
event for MOVICH CYCLING at 6:30 p.m.

GUATAPÉ
Movich / Medellín Bogotá Highway /Santuario / Granada/ Guatapé
/Peñol / Marinilla / Medellín Bogotá Highway /Movich.
Join us on this spectacular route visiting one of the most amazing towns in Antioquia, Guatapé.
Famous for the many colorful engraved facades on its houses, the town is located near the
Peñol-Guatapé artificial reservoir, a well-known site for nautical sports. We’ll also visit El Peñol Rock,
a gigantic, 220-meter granite stone. After hiking the 702 steps up the rock, we’ll be rewarded with
outstanding, panoramic views of the region. This route is a distance challenge – we’ll be riding for
132 km., taking in the beautiful countryside all the way.
Back at the hotel, AIR RELAX will invite us to a cooldown yoga class at 6:30 p.m., after which we’ll
stay in the spa to relax and unwind using their recovery boots.

CONCEPCIÓN
Movich / Medellín Bogotá Highway / San Vicente / Concepción
/ San Vicente / Medellín Bogotá Highway / Hipódromo / Movich.
Concepción is a town east of Antioquia, a popular route among Medellín cyclists,
especially after the classic RCN ended there in 2020.
It has ups and downs that make it a very demanding route, with a 5.4% incline.
It is a quiet road with many curves and an incredible landscape of hills, streams and flowers.
This town is the cultural and historical heritage of the Nation for its colonial architecture
from the 19th century with cobbled streets and colorful houses.
When returning there is a 17% incline, the hardest of the route, but once
you overcome it you will know that it was worth it.

ALTO LAS PALMAS
Movich / Sajonia / Topos Toll / Mall Indiana / Intercontinental
Hotel-Medellín/ Alto las palmas / Movich
Safetti challenges us to climb Alto las Palmas, a typical first class climb for the locals, with a
distance of 15.750 meters, an average grade of 6% and an elevation of 950 meters, which
has been a riding sanctuary for our very own, Santiago Botero.
Rigoberto Urán has lived with it as a part of it´s natural training habitat, while thousands of
amateur cyclists in Medellín, take the challenge early in the morning, at sunset or on weekends.
Alto las Palmas is a reference riding site and a key portion of many races taking part in Antioquia
such as: Tour Colombia, Vuelta a Colombia, Clásico RCN, and various local amateur races.
Egan Bernal, our Tour De France and Giro Di Italia champion, has a record of climbing Alto las
Palmas in 39 minutes 21 seconds, Would you challenge it?
We assure you, after conquering it, you will see the best views of Medellín!
In the afternoon, Safetti invites us to visit it´s factory, grab a beer
and learn a bit more about the history of cycling.

COCORNÁ
Movich / Medellín Bogotá Highway / Marinilla / Santuario / Alto bonito / Mirador
de Cocorná / Cocorná / Alto bonito / Santuario / Marinilla / Hipódromo / Movich.
This fabulous route of about 119 km. takes us though several towns of the eastern
Antioquia, including Marinilla and Santuario, before we arrive at the Mirador de Cocorná, a
sight-seeing viewpoint. This will be a mixed and hard-pedaling journey though paved
roads, gravel roads, ancient horse trails, and railroads.

PÁRAMO DE LETRAS
Additional cost * Subject to a mínimum and maximum number of participants.
Includes air transfer in a private jet, bicycle transfers, food and hydration en route.
Movich / Airport – Flight to Mariquita / Bike to alto de las letras
/ Mariquita / Airport – Flight to Rionegro / Movich.
This is an AMAZING route, the longest climb of the world, a very, very long climbing of 80Km
at an average grade 4%, including a maximum grade of 11%.
The last 20Km are the hardest because of the altitude and it’s the portion of the route with the
steepest climb.
It´s important to know there will be some climate variations.
At the beginning in Mariquita (500m above sea level ) we might have an average temperature
of 25° C, and at the top of Alto la letras (3667m above sea level), the temperature may vary
between 5° C and 10° C, so make sure to take the proper clothing for this challenge.

ALTO DE LA UNIÓN
Movich / Llano grande / San Antonio / La ceja / Alto de la unión
/ La ceja / Alto del Nano / Torre alta Brewery.
The goal of this route is the Alto de la Unión, one of the most acclaimed mountains in the region
among both professional and amateur cyclists, featuring a total distance of 7.3 km., an elevation of
369 meters, and an average grade of 5 percent. The record time for this climb is 15 minutes and 13
seconds, held by Colombia’s José Tito Hernandez, current Vuelta a Colombia and Clásico RCN
champion. Giro d’Italia champion Rigoberto Urán has also been known to train here.
In the afternoon, TorreAlta will invite us to a craft beer tasting to finish the day’s trip. We’ll also have
a raffle with lots of gifts and surprises!

I STOP WHEN
I'M DONE.

NON CYCLIST
Traveling with family or a non-cycling partner?
Don’t worry. With plenty of activities on offer
for your companions, you can ride stress-free.

C O N TA C T U S
info@movichcycling.com

